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ABSTRACT
Based on the RSSI fingerprint matching positioning technology is widely used in WIFI indoor positioning field, due
to the influence of multipath effect, scattering, refraction, staff walking, propagation distance and other aspects,
indoor signal propagation is easy to introduce noise into the acquisition signal database, leading to the final
positioning result is not too ideal. So, this paper proposes a fingerprint library filtering algorithm based on
neighborhood mean filter, introduce the concept of acquisition noise on the basis of traditional algorithm, removes
the noise of the original data and reduces the average error of location. The results show the effectiveness of this
method, and the improved algorithm makes the positioning accuracy greatly improved.

indoor positioning, WIFI, RSSI
fingerprint matching, Neighborhood
mean filtering

1.

INTRODUCTION

Signal propagation in the indoor environment will be blocked by obstacles
such as walls, glass and ceilings, so that the transmitted signals will pass
through different paths and arrive at the receiving end at different times,
causing multipath propagation and non-line of sight propagation
phenomena. In addition, the frequent movement of indoor staff, the
humidity and temperature of the indoor environment will have a certain
effect on the intensity of the signal, which leads to the poor positioning
accuracy. At the present stage, WIFI has become the research hotspot of
indoor positioning technology because of its advantages such as low
erection cost, no additional modules, easy expansion and wide coverage
[1].
The technology based on WIFI signal intensity mainly includes two kinds
of location method based on distance loss model and location method of
location fingerprint [2]. In complex indoor environment, there is a large
error in the positioning of RSSI obtained by using the path loss model
directly, but location fingerprinting method can effectively avoid such a
complex indoor environment, it first establishes a fingerprint database
with unknown nodes.

Figure 1: Indoor location flow chart based on fingerprint identification
and location algorithm

2.

2.1

LOCATION ALGORITHM BASED ON FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION

Fingerprint location system is a location method based on matching idea,
the optimal estimation is obtained by matching the signal intensity in the
location area with the information in the fingerprint library. This method
is generally divided into two stages: offline stage and online stage [3]. The
positioning process is shown in Figure 1.

Offline acquisition stage

The main goal of offline stage is to set up a location fingerprint database.
First, select a reasonable reference point to ensure that it can provide
enough information for accurate location estimation in the positioning
stage. Then, by collecting training sequences, RSSI values from different
APs are measured at each reference point, together with the
corresponding location information of the MAC address and the reference
point, an RSSI signal vector is formed and stored in the database, after
collecting all the fingerprint points in the area, the database is established.
2.2

Online positioning stage

At present, RSSI fingerprint positioning algorithms are mainly divided into
two types: probabilistic type and k-nearest-neighbor method.
Probabilistic algorithms calculate and match all the nodes, so the
positioning accuracy is high, but the calculation is large, the calculation
process is relatively complex and time-consuming, affect the final
positioning efficiency, while k-nearest-neighbor method only need to
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select the best reference point, so the calculation is small, the accuracy is
1 8
(5)
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slightly reduced. Taking into account the real-time of the positioning
C
8 i 1
system, this paper uses k-nearest-neighbor method as the basic algorithm
N
to ensure the positioning speed.
The similarities between point A and its similarity sum S A A and mean
The k-nearest-neighbor method is a typical deterministic algorithm, based
on the matching method of analogy learning, it is to match the similarity
degree between the sampling examples of the positioning stage and the
sampling samples in the training stage, the RSSI value in the training phase
is called the location fingerprint, using Euclidean distance to describe the
similarity between localize fingerprints and position fingerprints, find the
coordinates of the k points with the highest similarity, and determine the
coordinates of the unknown location points through the k points [4].
Suppose the RSSI vector collected in the online stage at the time of t is 𝑓𝑟 ,
the RSSI vector in the fingerprint database at reference point 𝑅𝑃𝑗 is 𝑓𝑗 , the
distance between two vectors is:
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Where fj  f1,j ,.......
fL ,j represents the average signal strength
vector received from L APs at reference point 𝑅𝑃𝑗 , select k closest
reference points, and estimate the position coordinates of the mobile
terminal by averaging [5]:
(x, y) 
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The selection of K value is a key factor in k-nearest-neighbor algorithm,
which directly affects the complexity of the training phase. In addition,
there will be a certain number of noise signals in the selected reference
point, which will eventually have adverse effect on the positioning result
and reduce the positioning accuracy. However, the Euclidean distance by
RSSI value calculated can not remove the interference factor. It needs to
perform noise filtering on the data in the fingerprint database before knearest-neighbor matching so as to improve the positioning accuracy.

are:
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When S N A  S 0 , the decision point is the noise point
A
NA
3.2
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Filtering of noise points

The signal intensity of the noise point is estimated by the interpolation of
the signal intensity of the non-noise point in the neighborhood, and the
filtering effect is achieved. The filtering calculation method is as follows:
RN 

1 n
 Ri
n i

(8)

In the formula: RN is the estimated signal strength of the updated noise
point, Ri is the signal strength measurement of the non-noise point in the
neighborhood, and n is the number of finger points of the non-noise point
in the neighborhood.
3.3 The implementation process of the algorithm
The fingerprint filtering algorithm based on domain mean filter method is
as follows [9-11]:

3. OPTIMIZED MATCHING ALGORITHM
Based on the k-nearest-neighbor matching algorithm mentioned above,
noise filtering is done by using the neighborhood mean filtering method
commonly used in image denoising [6-8].
3.1

Determination of noise points

In the unobstructed adjacent space, the value of the AP signal should be
similar in the fingerprint point, and the similarity is calculated by the
formula. When two points are normal points, then the similarity is high, on
the contrary, if there is a noise point between two points, the similarity is
very small. Construct a neighborhood map of point A from the fingerprint
database, and adopt 8-neighborhood system to segment it. The specific
algorithm is as follows:
With A as the center of the neighborhood, a total similarity between a
point Pi(Pi  A )and its neighbors are
N
i
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Figure 2: Flow chart of fingerprint library filtering algorithm based on
neighborhood mean filtering
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULT ANALYSIS

U PNi A represents a set of points adjacent to point Pi in a

neighborhood centered at A
The mean value of the similarity between Pi(Pi

 A )and its adjacent

points is S N A :
Pi
S PNi A 

S PNi A

In the form,

(4)

n pi

n pi

is the number of the Pi(Pi  A )neighborhood points

The average similarity S

N C0

4.1 Experimental environment setting
The experimental site was selected as the laboratory of the Institute of
mechanical and control engineering of Guilin University of Technology.
The laboratory area of 18m in length and 12m in width is the experimental
test area. The equipment of desks, chairs and air conditioners in the test
area is kept as the same as before, so as to maintain a complex and
authentic indoor environment. There are 4 hotspots in WIFI signal. 23
points are selected randomly as experimental points. The triangulation
points represent the reference points and the square points represent the
randomly selected test points. The layout of the experimental area is
shown in Figure 3.

of all the points except for the center point A

in domain N A is:
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cumulative probability of error decreases with the improved algorithm.
The positioning accuracy is higher than that before, and the cumulative
probability of error within 2m is 73%. Compared with the 82% of the preoptimization algorithm, there is a significant improvement.
5.

CONCLUSION

Based on the k-nearest neighbor matching algorithm, this paper uses the
neighborhood mean filtering method commonly used in image denoising
to filter out the noise, so as to improve the reliability of fingerprint
database matching and positioning. The feasibility of this method is
verified by experiments. The final positioning accuracy has increased.
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